Mirandas Amulet (Elements~The Before World: Book 2)

Princess Sara Rosen must learn her role as
Thomas wife and juggle being a new
mother. Happy to be where she thinks shes
meant to be, believing shes completed her
destiny. However her fate and her dark
dreams have barely begun. Her powers
have grown exponentially; as she uncovers
a frightful new burden she must bear.
Additionally, she questions Thomas
fidelity and her own. Trusting no one and
not even herself at times, she must protect
a new secret and her family. Continue on
the journey with Sara and the Rosen family
in this: sci-fi, futuristic, romantic fantasy in
the name of love, loss, and magic. This
book includes: Shapeshifters, visions,
premonitions, magic, spells, poisons,
Sorcerers, a Wizard, Witches, death, sexual
situations, and is considered to be a book
for adults 18+. This book contains 86,000
words.
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